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BOOTHLUX 1010

The BOOTHLUX range of fittings are a family specifically designed for the retrofit of existing units 
within a spray booth. Phillips LED linear strips and Phillips LED drivers enables us to uniquely 
program each unit to suit each project.

Mounting options are also designed into the luminaire, making it versatile on any installation, 
whether it be on specially designed brackets surface mount. 

The blend of colour temperature and high CRI (colour rendering index) gives near-daylight 
colour corrective properties, something that the Bodyshop industry has been calling out for to 
not only reduce mismatch of different shades of colours but minimise “re-works” this in turn puts 
more profit in to the Bodyshop business. 

Constructed from a steel front plate and fully aluminum backplate give the thermal properties 
to cope with the high lumen outputsavailable. 

The lens is specially selected to give optimum light output but to also dramatically reduce 
glare, giving a very pleasing light to work under. 

Designed in conjunction with Philips engineers ensures that the 5-year warranty is not only 
adhered to but in almost all cases exceeded. 

Variable entry points and a driver housing that can be fixed or remotely placed coupled with 
the unit been manufactured in 3ft, 4ft (1226mm, the standard size for Junair booths where PLL 
lamps are used) and 5ft makes the Boothlux1 the perfect solution for Spraybooth upgrades to 
LED lighting. 

With up to 70% energy saving as a direct one for one swap, improved colour temperature, 
improved lighting levels (typically upwards of 1500 lux at floor level) and installation usually 
within the day, choose BOOTHLUX 1 for your next Spraybooth upgrade. 
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BOOTHLUX 1010

Part No. Wattage Description Length Lumens Ra/CCT
Boothlux1010/3 95W 3ft body comes with driver housing 900mm 9866 850
Boothlux1010/4 127W 4ft body comes with driver housing 1226mm 13156 850
Boothlux1010/5 190 5ft body comes with driving housing 1500mm 16444 850
Boothlux1010/6 6ft (1800mm) fitting available on special order.


